
Christmas card with stars
Instructions No. 715
 Difficulty: Beginner
 Working time: 20 Minutes

Various papers and ribbons are used in this craft idea and instructions for a beautiful Christmas card.

Here's how it works  

Cut a strip of approx. 29.6 x 11.8 cm from Motif cardboard (corresponds to DIN A5) and fold at 7.4 cm (mountain fold, upwards) and 14.8 cm (valley fold,
downwards) 

Glue a strip of golden photo cardboard on the front side , lay the ribbon tape over it and fix it on the back side with tape-Ribbon . Transfer the star from
template sheet to embossed cardboard and cut it out. Emphasize the embossing of the star with glitter liner. Glue the star with 3D-Glue pads .

Stick the card inside with red and champagne-coloured embossed cardboard. Before fixing the card, put the christmassy ribbon around the red cardboard and
fix it with tape-Ribbon . Stick a stamp motif on champagne-coloured embossed cardboard onto a slightly larger piece of golden cardboard. The stamp motif
can also be refined with glitter further if desired. Decorate the inner card with this "stamp application" and with more stars. To fix the small stars use Tape-
Ribbon, for the stamp motif 3D adhesive pad.

If you like, you can add a white Paper on the free space for a Christmas greeting.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!



Article number Article name Qty
701730-25 Embossed cardboard Milan, approx. 50 x 70 cm, 220 g/sqmChampagne 1
706674-66 Photo cardboardGloss-Gold 1
542708-06 Staz-On Stamp padDark brown 1
303880-84 Marabu Glitter PenGlitter-Gold 1
644303-06 VBS Double page Adhesive tape6mm 1
567206-06 3D-Glue pads5 x 5 x 1,9 mm, 400 pieces 1
110389 Glue stick, 40 g 1
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